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i created a new clip, and dragged the first track of music into it.
since i want to play the first track for 30 minutes, i chose 30
minutes. i also choose play for the entire time, not play in clips, as
shown on the right below. i don't want to replay this music, so i
choose no repeat, as shown on the right. the time is shown in the
bar below the track. i don't need to modify the remaining music. i
press the key to start playing and see if i like the song. if i don't, i
can adjust the volume and perhaps even the audio balance. you
can easily remove voice-overs, menus and titles from the pinnacle
v. 15 project file, by making one small change in the script, then
save as a new project file, without the titles, menus or voice-
overs. you can easily add titles and menus to a pinnacle project
file. the script is simple enough that you could easily do this
yourself. pinnacle studio 16 has a new built-in list-view timeline --
and a new timeline scrubbing system, which lets you easily move
the timeline wherever you want, even if it's not in the center. it's
much easier to get the right spot with the new system than the
old one. it's very fast, and takes advantage of the cuda processing
power of the graphics card. it will let you select a frame, and
make a movie of that frame. the timeline in pinnacle v. 16 is not
just a timeline. it's a separate, floating window that has a history
of clips and frames that you can click to view or pan around. it
shows the audio waveforms, and displays the position of the key
frames (or key frames for the audio waveform). it shows the
current track or clip's settings -- you don't have to go to the
project properties to change them. it shows the clip's audio
waveform and position of the key frames, and it has a history of
all of the clips in the project.
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just as everyone knows the window margins have expanded in
webpages, we also know now that it's a big deal that they've
expanded in video editing software. with the developers not

responding to such requests since vista, it's great to see that the
good people at foundry did, and that they kindly send us this link
to their new software for windows 7. if your copies are suffering
from the problem that you're not able to change your default in
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the upper left, the workaround is here: nvidia makes some of the
world's best graphic processing units. now, it seems that

developers of video editing software should take advantage of
cuda. in computer graphics, this is the way the gpu is used to

offload tasks, including drawing and rendering, from the cpu and
make them go faster. corel's new ultimate 16 package supports

cuda. in a future version of pinnacle, cuda will be a default option.
in the meantime, you can download the latest cuda update,

version 9.7, from nvidia's site. whether you have windows xp sp3
or vista, cuda will appear in the windows update list as an update;
you can then download and install it. you may need to download
and install cuda according to instructions on nvidia's site, but the
download is as simple as going to their site and clicking the "get
cuda" button. you can also download cuda from the plex media

server site. mypinnacle is not among the recommended sites, but
it is the first that i found. i found that this site ships their program,

with cuda installation, direct to your hard disk. version 16 of
pinnacle studio has been completely rewritten. it is significantly
more stable than version 15, much easier to learn and use, and
takes full advantage of the hugely expanded window space on

windows 7. you can see that the program is incredibly busy, with
so much going on. the new design makes it simple for you to

move documents and clips and to add new ones to your project.
you can even insert a file by dragging it. 5ec8ef588b
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